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University of Tsukuba, Sakura, Ibaraki 305, Japan 
Every digital information processing is essentially represented by a set n 
functions of m variables on {0, 1 }. We propose a method to reduce such a set of 
functions to one polynomial of one variable on GF(2 u) (extension field over 
GF(2)). Such polynomials have remarkable properties based on Frobenius 
transforms, which are to serve for effective designs and productions of switching 
circuits. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many authors have discussed the switching functions based on Galois 
fields. Ninomiya (1958), (1961) was the first who treated switching functions 
of this kind though they were not explicitly stated. Bartee and Schneider 
(1963) and Benjauthrit and Reed (1976), (1978) effectively used extension 
fields, and Menger, Jr. (1969) introduced the viewpoint of abstract Fourier 
Transform. Pradham and Patel (1975) proposed the ideas of minimization of 
switching function based on the Reed-Muller code (which is essentially 
multivariable polynomials on Galois fields), and Mukhopadhyay and 
Schmitz (1970) refined them. 
From these it could be said that Galois fields are more suitable for 
switching functions than Boolean algebra, specifically for the minimization 
problem, etc. 
Along these lines we propose a method to reduce n functions of rn 
variables on {0, i} to one polynomial of one variable on GF(2N), and show 
that such polynomials have remarkable properties based on Frobenius 
transforms which are to serve for effective designs and productions of 
switching circuits. 
We can say that with appropriate coding systems every digital information 
processing is essentially to determine the set of functions 
Yj  "~- f j(Xo , X 1 ..... Xm_ l), j=0 ,  1 ..... n - -  1, x i ,y j@ {0, 1}. (1.1) 
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TABLE I 
Xo Xl x2 Yo Y 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 i 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 i 
It is well known that given a truth table, say Table I, we can construct he 
set of Boolean functions fj(x0, x i ,  x2) ( j  = 0, 1) representing the truth table. 
These are n(=2) functions on m(--3) variables. 
We propose a method to construct one function on one variable 
representing any given truth table by introducing extension fields over GF(2) 
(Sections 2 and 3). Further we show that the function (a kind of switching 
function) has a remarkable property based on Frobenius cycles in extension 
fields (Section 4). This will serve to help the design and production of 
switching circuits for digital information processing. 
2. THE REDUCTION TO ONE FUNCTION 
For brevity first we treat the ease m = n in (1.1). In this case we can take 
both x=(xo, . . . ,Xm_l )  and Y=(Yo , ' " ,Yn - I )  as elements in GF(2"), the 
extension field of order n over GF(2). We can reduce (1.1) to 
y = f (x) ,  x, y C GF(2"). (2.1) 
Then, as a special case of Theorem 3 or Theorem 6, which are to be stated 
later, we have 
THEOREM 1. Any function f (x )  on GF(2 n) can be represented as a 
polynomial of  order r = 2" - 1; that is, 
f (x )  = a o + a lx  q- . . .  q- arx r, a i ~ GF(2"). (2.2) 
And the coefficients a; (i = 0 ..... r) are determined by 
ao --- f(O), 
ai~--- Z 
xEGF(2 n) 
(note that x ° = 1 even if  x = 0). 
x r -~) ,  l~ i~r  
(2.3) 
SWITCHING FUNCTIONS 
TABLE I I  
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x x0 x l  x2 Y0 Yl Y2 Y 
a ~ 0 0 0 1 0 0 a ° 
a ° 1 0 0 0 1 0 a 1 
a ~ 0 1 0 0 0 1 a z 
a 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 a 4 
a 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 a 3 
a 4 0 1 1 1 0 1 a 6 
a 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 a °z 
a 6 1 0 1 1 1 1 a 5 
Every nonzero element of GF(2 ") can be represented by a power d of a 
primitive element a (of GF(2")), and at the same time this can be written by 
a polynomial of a 
X a n -1  Xo+Xla+" '+ n-1 , x iEGF(2) ,  (2.4) 
if the minimal polynomial over GF(2) of a is given. Thus we can take the set 
of coefficients of (2.4) (Xo, xl ..... X,_l) as a content of the truth table. 
EXAMPLE 1. A truth table (a correspondence (x 0, Xl, X2) to  (Y0, Yl, Yz)) 
is given in Table II. Let a be the primitive element of GF(2 3) and a 3 + a + 1 
be the minimal polynomial of a. Then d can be represented as left-hand side 
of Table II. And the switching function y = f (x )  of Table II can be written as 
f (x )  = 1 + a2x -[- O~X 2 -]- ax  3 + a3x  4 -]- a2x  6 
(2.5) 
(a0 = a ° = 1, a I = a 2, a 2 = a 3 = a ,  a 4 = a 3, a5 = 0, a 6 = a 2, a 7 = 0)  
by Theorem 1. (In Table II (000) is represented by a °° formally.) 
Remark  1. As pointed out by Menger (1969), if we represent x by a 
power of primitive element of GF(2"), we can see (2.2) as a discrete Fourier 
transform of (ao, al ..... at) and (2.3) as its inverse, which is an important 
recognition for our studies. 
Remark  2. Many authors use x -t instead of x r- i  in (2.3). Though the 
difference is very subtle, the use of x r- i  saves a fairly large amount of 
complexity for further analysis, especially in multivariate case (AI.11). 
3. COMPLEX ANALYS IS  IN INFORMATION PROCESSING 
The following theorem is a well-known result on finite fields theories, so 
the proof can be omitted (see, for example, Blake and Mullin (1975)). 
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THEOREM 2. GF(2 N) has one and only one subfield GF(2 M) iff M IN  (M 
divides N). And if a is a primitive element of the GF(2 N) then 
fl = a v, v = (2 N -- 1)/(2 M-  1), (3.1) 
is a primitive element of the GF(2M). 
Based on the above theorem we can proceed to the general case where m 
is not necessarily equal to n. In this case instead of (2.1) we have 
y = f(x), x E Gr(Zm), y E GF(Zn). (3.2) 
Let l be the least common multiple of m and n, and consider a GF(2t), then 
the GF(2 t) has the unique GF(2 m) and GF(2") in itself. Thus we have 
THEOREM 3. Any function f (x )  in (3.2) can be represented as the 
polynomial 
f (x )  = a o + alx + ... + ar x~ (r = 2 m - 1), 
x ~ GF(2m), f (x )  E GF(2"), a t E GF(2 t) (0 ~< i ~ r) 
(3.3) 
where coefficients ai (i = 0 ..... r) are determined by 
a0 ----- f(0), 
a i= Z 
.x; E GF(  2 m) 
xr-~/'(X), l <~ i <~ r. 
(3.4) 
The proof of this theorem will be stated in SectionAl. Formally 
Theorem 3 is almost same as Theorem 1, but the meaning of the former is 
quite new. x E GF(2 m) and y ~ GF(2 n) are (coded) information about the 
real world, but a 0, a~ ..... ar E 4:GF(2 l) no longer have any meaning in the 
real world; that is, these are in an imaginary world. Thus the information 
about real world is to be processed through an imaginary world. In this sense 
Theorem 3 might be called a kind of complex analysis in information 
processing theories. 
EXAMPLE 2. A truth table is given in Table III with m -- 3, n = 2. Thus l 
must be 6, and let a be a primitive element in GF(26) and its minimal 
polynomial (over GF(2)) be a 6+a+ 1. Then f l=a  9 and 7=a2~ are 
primitive elements in GF(23) and GF(22), respectively, and minimal 
polynomials (over GF(2)) of fl and 7 will be easily found as f13 + flz + 1 and 
72 + 7 + 1, respectively. Thus every content in truth table is represented by fit 




X Xo Xl X2 Yo Yt Y 
0 = floo 0 0 0 0 0 ?~o = 0 
1 = flo 1 0 0 1 0 yo = 1 
a 9 = fll 0 1 0 1 0 7o = 1 
a Is =f l :  0 0 1 1 0 yo= ! 
Ct27 =f13 1 0 1 0 1 yl = a2: 
a36 = fig 1 1 1 1 1 y2 = a42 
a 45 : fl~ 1 1 0 0 1 yl = a21 
a 54 =fie 0 1 1 0 1 yl = a2: 
By (3.4) we can ca lcu la te  the coef f ic ients  a i (i = 0 ..... 7) and const ruc t  the 
des i red funct ion  
y = f (x )  = a43x + aSSx 2 + a39x 3 + a46x 4 + a3°x 5 --}- a57x 6. (3.5) 
EXAMPLE 3. T ru th  table is g iven in Tab le  IV  (m = 4, n = 2). In  this case 
l - rn  = 4 and let a be a pr imi t ive  e lement  o f  GF(2  4) and its min ima l  
po lynomia l  be a4+ a + 1. Thus  f l=a  5 is p r imi t ive  in GF(2  2) and its 
min ima l  po lynomia l  is fi2 + fl + 1. L ike  (3.5) we can const ruc t  the des i red 
funct ion  
y = f (x )  = ax  + a6x 3 + a4x  4 -t- aTx  6 -{- a lax  9 + a9x 12. (3.6) 
TABLE IV 
x x o x~ x2 x3 Yo Y~ Y 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /?~ = 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 fl °= 1 
a 0 1 0 0 0 1 rio= 1 
a 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 rio= 1 
a 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 flo = 1 
a 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 f l=a  5 
a s 0 1 1 0 1 0 f l=a  5 
a 6 0 0 1 1 1 0 f l=a  s 
a 7 1 1 0 1 1 1 f12 = a:O 
a s 1 0 1 0 1 0 fl = a S 
a 9 0 1 0 1 1 0 fl = a s 
a l° 1 1 1 0 1 1 f12 = a:O 
a 11 0 1 1 1 1 1 f l2=a l°  
a :2 1 1 1 1 0 0 floo = 0 
a 13 1 0 1 1 1 1 fl: = a l° 
a 14 1 0 0 1 1 0 f l=a  5 
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4. FROBENIUS CYCLES IN SWITCHING FUNCTIONS 
Polynomials in Theorem 3, say (3.5) and (3.6), have remarkable 
properties connected with Frobenius cycles. This is based on the following 
fundamental theorem about finite fields. 
THEOREM 4. Let L = GF(q) be an extension f ield of  K = GF(q) (q being 
an prime power). Any 0 E L is in K iff 
0 q = 0. (4.1) 
Proof  First let 0 E K. If  0 = 0 then clearly 0 q = 0, so let us consider the 
case 0:/:0. Let K* =K-  {O}= {O, Oz,O3,...,Oq_I}, and if 0i -¢0 g then 
OOi~O0.i, so {02, 00~, 003 ..... 00q_l} is equal to K*. So we have 
00203 ... Oq_l = 0z(002)(00a) ... (00q_ 1), therefore 0° -1= I, that is 0 satisfies 
(4.1). 
Conversely let us assume that O~ L satisfies (4.1). Let a be a primitive 
element of L, then 0 can be written as 
O=ao+ala+ ... +a l_ la  l-1, a iEK .  (4.2) 
Thus taking qth power of (4.2) we have 
0 -.~ a 0 + alol  q + . . .  + a l _ l  a ( l - l )q  
beause of (4.1) and the fact that q is a multiple of characteristic of L. 
Continuing this procedure up to q(l-1)th power, we have 
0=.  a o + a lot  q2 + .. .  + ( l l _ l  a(l-1)q2. 
O= a 0 71- a l  aql-I + . . .  + a l _  l a(l-1)ql-1. 
Subtracting (4.2) from each of these formulae, we have 
0 = al(a q - a) + ... + al_l(u "- l)q -- at - l ) ,  
0 = al(a q2-  a) + ... + at_l(a (t-~)q2- al-1), (4.3) 
0 =. a l (a  q l - ' -  a )  q- . . .  + al_l(Ot (t-1)qt-I - -  a1-1).  
The determinant of the coefficient matrix (a ;q j -  a t) is equal to the so 
called Van der Monde determinant, which is well known to be not equal to 
zero. Thus we have a 1 . . . . .  at_ 1 =0,  so O=ao EK .  
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In general, when a finite field L has a subfield K (_L) ,  the transformation 
0-~0 q for any OEL ( IKI---q) (4.4) 
is called K-Frobenius transformation. Thus Theorem 4 states that 0 C L is 
invariant by K-Frobenius transformation iff 0 @ K. Further {0, 0 q, 
0 q2 ..... 0 q~ '} is called a K-Frobenius cycle if 0q~= 0 and 04=/= 0 for j  < i, and 
the sum of whole elements of a K-Frobenius cycle including 0 is called a 
trace of 0 and written as 
tr(0) = 0 + 0 q + 0 q2 + ... + 0 q'-l. (4.5) 
Clearly tr(O °s) = tr(0). 
THEOI~EM 5. Let GF(2" )= GF(q)=K,  then coefficients a o, al,...,a r in 
(3.3) satisfy the following condition 
aj = a~ ~ j = iq (rood(2 m - 1)). (4.6) 
Specifically we have 
ag = a0. (4.7) 
Proof  Let us take L and K as GF(2 t) and GF(2") in Theorem 3, respec- 
tively. For any x(E GF(2m)) f (x )C  GF(2"), so from Theorem 4 we have 
f(x)q = f (x ) ;  that is, 
q q q aqxZq_~ q rq ao+a lx  + ... + =a 0 arx  + a lx  + a2 x2 -q- ... + arx r. (4.8) 
For x C GF(2 m) we have 
x k = x i ~ k = i (mod(2 m - 1)), 
so from (4.8) we have (4.6). 
From Theorem 5 we can say that if a~x i is a term in (3.3) then its GF(q)- 
Frobenius transform aqx iq can  also be found in (3.3) (q = 2"), consequently 
whole terms in (3.3) are decomposed into several GF(q)-Frobenius cycles. 
EXAMPLE 4. All terms in (3.5) are decomposed into two GF(22) -
Frobenius cycles 
{a43X, a46x 4, a58x2 }, {a39x 3, a3°x 5, a57x6 }. (4.9) 
Thus f (x )  in (3.5) can be written as 
f (x )  = tr(a43x) + tr(a39x3). (4.10) 
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EXAMPLE 5. All terms in (3.6) are decomposed into three GF(22) - 
Frobenius cycles 
{ax, a4x4}, {•6X3, agx12}, {a7X 6, a13X9}. (4.11) 
Thus f (x )  in (3.6) can be written as 
f (x )  = tr(ax) + tr(a6x 3) + tr(aVx6). (4.12) 
Thus instead of (3.5) and (3.6) we have only to bear (4.10) and (4.12), 
respectively, in Order to find values of f (x )  for given x. By this we can 
remarkably reduce the size of memory and amounts of calculations of coef- 
ficients of desired polynomials. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
In actual computation, say in Table I or Table III, given (x0, xl, X2)(=X ) 
we are to find corresponding (Y0, Yl) by calculations in (4.!0). These 
procedures are as follows: 
(i) Find fli corresponding to (x o, x I , x2). It is a PE-transform (Section 
A2). 
In our case it requires about 2m/m memories and only a small amount of 
computations, or 2 m (at most) units of computation without memory 
(Section A2) 
(ii) Find x = fig = a9i = cd. 
(iii) Find two arguments 
a43X = a 43+j ~ ar~ a39X3 ~ a 39+3j ~ a s, (5.1) 
of function tr() in (4.10). 
( iv )  Calculate tr(a r) and tr(a s) and take the sum of them to get 
(Y0, Yl). 
For (iv) it is necessary to get the minimal polynomial of a over GF(2n). In 
our case, it is easily found to be 
a 3 + a 2 + ))2a + y. (5.2) 
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Thus, for example, if (x o, x I , x2) = (1, 1, 0) is given, this is found to be t5 
by PE-transform. x = t5 = a45. 
a43x ~ a 43+45 ~ a25 a39x 3 = a 39+135 = a48 
tr (a 25)=a 25 +a 37 +a 22 
= (72 + 7a + y2a2) + (1 + 72a 2) + 7a (EP-transform by (5.2)) 
= 7, 
tr(a 48) = a 48 + a 3 + a 12 
= ( /+ 7 a) + (7 +/a  + a + (1 + 
= 0 (EP-transform by (5.2)). 
Thus f(x) = tr(a 2') + tr(a 4s) = 7 = (0, 1) = (Y0, Yl). 
A1. GENERAL THEOREMS IN GALOIS SWITCHING FUNCTIONS 
Here as a generalization of Theorem 1 we will demonstrate he following 
theorem on a general Galois field GF(q) (q being a prime power). 
THEOREM 6. Any function on GF(q) 
y = f (x ) ,  x, y C GF(q), (A 1.1) 
can be represented by a polynomial of  order r = q - 1 
where 
f (x )  = a o -- a lx  -- a2x 2 . . . . .  arx r, r=q- - l ,a  iEGF(q) ,  (A1.2) 
a 0 = f(0), a ,= ~ tr-f(t),  
t~GFIq) 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
(A1.3) for any given function f ( )  on GF(q) into the 
(A1.2) then the value of the latter is equal to f(x). 
Right-hand side of (A1.2) = a o - ~ aix i 
i=1 
=f (0 ) - -  ~ ( Z tr-- i f(t))  x i  
i= 1 t~GF(q) 
=f(0) - -  ~, (~  tr-iX i) f ( t ) .  (A1.4) 
t~ GF(q) i = 1 
1 ~<i~< r. (A1.3) 
if we put a i (0 ~<i~< r) calculated by 
right-hand side of 
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If  x = 0 then (A1.4) is clearly equal to f (x) ,  so let us suppose x :# 0. If t --- x 
then 
tr-ixi = ~ xr =rxr=--I (AI.5) 
i=1 i=1 
because xr=xq-l= 1 for nonzero x and r=q-  1 =- i  in GF(q). If  tv~x 
and t ~ 0 then 
~ tr-ixi=t r ~ ( t - I x ) i=0  (11.6) 
i=1 i= l  
because for any element 0 in GF(q) ~q__--~ 0i = 0. If t = 0 then 
~ f-ixi = t°x r= 1 (note that t o = 1 even if t = 0). (A1.7) 
i=1 
So (A 1.4) is equal to f (0 )  - ( f (0) - f(x)) = f(x). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We can demonstrate Theorem 3 by the almost 
same way  as Theorem 6. 
Put a i (0 < i < r) of (3.4) into the right-hand side of (3.3) then 
right-hand side of (3 .3 )=f (0 )+ ~ \ (~  ff-ixi)f(t). (A1.8) 
t~GF(2m) i=l  
I f  x = 0, (A1.8) becomes f(0),  so consider the case x =/= 0. 
~ tr-ixi= 1 if t=x 
i=1 
=1 if t~x,t=O 
=K~ (t-lx)i=trs(sr-1)/(s--1) if tvax, tvaO, 
i=1 
where s---t-~x. Now s belongs to GF(2 m) so s ~-  1 --0.  Therefore we have 
right-hand side of (3.3) =f (0 )  + (f(0) + f(x)) --- f(x).  
Further let us generalize Theorem 6 to the case of m-variable functions for 
wider applications. 
TREOREM 7. Any m-variable function on GF(q) 
y=f(xl ,x:  ..... Xm) (Xl,X 2 ..... xm,yEGF(q)) (A1.9) 
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can be represented by an m-variable polynomial 
f (X l ,X  2 ..... Xm) ~ ~ ~ ix i2 ximm ~_ . . .  aili2...imXlX2 "'" 
t'l=O i2=0 im=O 
(r = q -- 1, ailiv., im C GF(q)), 
where 
(AI.IO) 
aoo.., o = f (0 ,  0,..., 0), 
V xr -~rCx  0 ..... 0) ,  aio...o = - / ,  av  , 
x 
aoi.., o = - -~ xr-5r(O, x,..., 0), 
x 
a oo.. . ,  = x 0 ... . .  x )  
x 
ai jo . . .o=(- -1)2~ 
x 
aioj.., o = (--1) 2 ~, 
x 
, , .  
I (1 ~ i~r ) ,  
E xr-iyr-Jf(x' Y' 0 ..... 0), 
Y 
E xr-iyr-Jf(x' O, y,..., 0), 
Y 
(AI.11) 
ao. . .o i j=(- -1)z~.~x~-~yr-~f(O,O ..... x ,y )  ( l<~i , j<~r) ,  
x y 
aid2...im ( - -1 )mEE " E r - i ,  r-i2 " ~__ .. X 1 X2 . . .  Xrm -'mf(X1, X 2 ..... Xm) 
X 1 X2 Xm 
(1 ~ i1, i2 ..... i m ~ r), 
where in Y~x, Y~x Y~y ..... x, y ... run all over GF(q). 
Proof Let us demonstrate the case m = 2, and it is only a formal task to 
extend it to the general case. 
Right-hand side of (A1.9) 
~-k  ka i J  Xi14 
i=o j=o  
r 
= ooo+ko,ox:+Zoo, +± k 
i=1 j= l  i= l  j= l  
k (~x ) x,xJ2 . (Al.12) + E xr - jy r - J f (x '  y)  i 
i=1 j= l  Y 
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It can be easily found by investigating the proof of Theorem 6 that the 
second and third terms in the right-hand side of (Al .12) are equal to 
f(O, O) -- f(Xl, 0) and f (0 ,  0) - f (0 ,  x2), respectively. So we have 
right-hand side of (A1.9) 
= f(O, O) -- (f(O, O) - - f (x~,  0)) -- (f(O, O) - - f (O,  x2) ) 
"t- ~ ~ (~x ~y xr-iYr-Jf(x'Y)) xil~2" 
i=1 j= l  
(A1.13) 
Here if x I = 0 or x 2 = 0 then the last term of (Al .13) is equal to zero, and 
(AI.13) is clearly equal to f (x l ,  x2). So let us suppose x I 4:0 and x 2 4: 0. Let 
L be the last term of (Al.13) then 
r 
By the same reasoning as the proof in Theorem 6, we have 
r-i i x x~=- - I  if x=x 1 
i=1 
=0 if x¢xa ,x~O 
=1 if x=0,  
~5~ y~-JJd2 = -1  if y = x 2 
j= l  
=0 if y4=x2, y4 :O 
= 1 if y=0.  
(A1.14) 
Consequently we have 
L = f(O, O) - f (x , ,  O) - f(O, x2) + f (x l ,  x2), (Al .15) 
which proves that (Al .12) is equal to f (x  1, x2). 
This theorem is similar to Theorem 3 given in Benjauthrit and Reed 
(1978), but, as stated in Remark 2, we take x r-', y r - j  .... instead of x - ' ,  y-~ .... 
in the latter, which gives us simpler formula (A I . l l )  without separate 
treatment of the case x = 0, y = 0,.... 
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A.2. COMPUTATIONS IN GALOIS FIELDS 
In general let GF(~) and 0 be an extension field of order N over GF(q) (q 
being a prime power) and its primitive element, respectively. Then if we 
know the minimal polynomial of 0, then as (2.4) we have 
~J--~---ZO~-ZIO'q-''' Ai-ZN_I ON-l, ziEGF(q),O<j<q~V--2 (A2.1) 
Let us call it EP-transform to find (z 0, Zl,..., ZN_I) from 01". 
It is well known the amount of computation for EP-transform is of order 
log(j) which relieves us from an exponential amount of computations. (For 
example, let j=100.  Expanding 100 in binary number, we have 
i00 = 26 + 25 + 22 = (24 + 23 + 1)22 = ((2 + 1)22 + 1)22. So we have 
01°°-- ((((020)2)20)2) 2, and it takes 8 multiplications to get 01°°.) 
On the contrary let it be called PE-transform to get j from 
(z0,z 1 ..... zN_l). If N is comparatively small it is advisable to search all 
j=  0, 1, 2,... until the given (z o, Zl,..., ZN_I) is achieved, because it takes only 
one shift operation (ordinary 10 -9 second) to get 6 J+l from /9 / with 
appropriate circuits. Otherwise it is suitable to utilize the following relation 
between i and k 
0 i + 0 h = 1. (A2.2) 
If i and k satisfy (A2.2) then let us write i-= f(k), and of course we can also 
write k =f( i ) .  
An example of(A2.2) is given in Table V (for GF(25) with minimal 
polynomial 0 ~ + 02 + 1), where each column consists of a GF(2)-Frobenius 
cycle. So we have only to bear initial relations (with parentheses in the table) 
for which the amount of memory is of order 2N/N in general. 
Now let us find j for (z0, z1, z2,23, Z4) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1) in GF(25) using 
Table V. 
O 4+02+0+1=0/,  04+02+0=0 h ( j=f (k ) ) ,  
03+0+1=0 k-~, 03+0=0 t (k - - l=f (1 ) ) ,  
02 + 1 = 0 t- l, 
TABLE V 
(O~+O~S=l) (03+029=1) (07+022=1) 
024-05= 1 06+ 027= 1 014+013-= 1 
04+01°= 1 012+023= 1 028+026=1 
08+020= 1 024"47015= 1 025 +021--- 1 




l - -  1 =f (2 )= 5, I= 6, 
k-  1 =f (6 )  = 27, k=28, j=f (28)=26.  
RECEIVED: June 22, 1979; REVISED: January 9, 1981 
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